
Fly Away

Get ready to fly high with this fan-favorite show!   
Simply add your school name to create your own airline and "take off" into a fantastic season.   
(ex: Fannin Airlines, Broken Arrow Airlines)  You could also use "Flight 2022" (or another significant number)

This show will take the viewer on the journey of flight while using music like 1000 Airplanes on the Roof, To Tame the
Perilous Skies, One Day I'll Fly Away, and Fly Away to drive our airline theme home. 

In-flight announcements (voiceovers), beautiful sky and airplane imagery, flight attendants, air traffic controllers,
wings, turbulence/lightning bolts, and a beautiful color palette will take your audience on a journey of a flight,
from boarding through turbulence to a safe and peaceful landing.  

You can use all of these ideas or pick and choose what will work best with your team and resources.
The sky is the limit on what is possible with this show! 
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BIG PICTURE

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

PILOT UNIFORM

PASSENGERS

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 

COLOR GUARD MEMBERS

DRUM MAJORS

MUSICIANS

ALTERNATES (if available)
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WINGS
SKY BACKDROPS
LARGE PARACHUTE for ballad
STORYTELLING PROPS

Suitcases, beverage carts, glow in the dark batons, etc...
FRONT SIDE PROPS— OPTIONAL 

Utilizing a runway and/or sky imagery 

PROP IDEAS: *use as many or as few of these as you want.

https://www.fieldandfloorfx.com/


PRODUCTION
PRE-SHOW (optional)-- The band is "taking their seats" and boarding the airplane, color guard act as
flight attendants-lots of fun role playing.  Drum Majors are dressed as the pilots.  

Alternates or extra performers could be dressed in bright vests as air traffic control guiding the group
into aisles to be seated.  Sounds of seatbelts clicking, whispers of passengers taking their seats, cargo
doors shutting, etc...  

*IF you do not want to do an entire choreographed pre-show--- you can simply use the in-flight
announcements to set the mood.*  
 
Movement 1: TAKE OFF! --"Thank you for choosing Fannin Airlines and enjoy your flight!" 
Set the scene and establish the mood. Great marching band drill and playing. 
Beautiful flags with a boarding pass on them-- if digitally printed we could personalize with the school
location, date of the biggest show of the year, etc... 

Movement 2:  SMOOTH SAILING --With beautiful blue skies & flags. Use of parachute to show the
beauty of air and the sky.  Light & airy mini parachute pieces of fabric and/or sky swing flags.  
Peaceful & beautiful integration of One Day I'll Fly Away throughout. 

Movement 3:  TURBULENCE -- Lightning bolts and storms. 
Fantastic arrangement of To Tame the Perilous Skies. Lightning rod poles & turbulence flags for the CG.

Movement 4: PERFECT LANDING --The peaceful feeling of arriving safely home after a long trip. 
This is the perfect show for a "flyover" moment at the end!  Picture a beautiful airplane printed onto a
gorgeous sunset sky with "Thank you for flying Fannin Airlines" printed on top of the image.  
Pair that with the ending of Fly Away  and you have a standing ovation ready to go!  
 




